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Dear South Carolina Educator,

Welcome to Delta Education’s K-8 STEM Solution for South Carolina – featuring the newest FOSS® 
(Full Option Science System™) and Delta Science Modules™. We are excited to work with you as you 
review instructional materials that support the SC Academic Standards and Performance Indicators 
for Science. 

Our K-8 STEM program centers on active, inquiry based science investigations complete with abundant 
engineering challenges, class sets of informational texts, writing about science in notebooks, and 
rich technology resources to reinforce student learning. Additionally, we provide your teachers with 
educative support to be successful implementing your Standards and Performance Indicators through:

•  Detailed investigations that include step-by-step procedures, instructional notes, science 
background knowledge, and correlations to the Science and Engineering Practices, Disciplinary 
Core Ideas and Cross-Cutting Concepts

• Formative and summative assessments to document and monitor student learning

• Resources and strategies to support your ELA and Math Instruction 

• Science notebooks that provide authentic writing experiences and create a record of learning

• Technology to engage, inspire, and excite your students both in the classroom and at home

• Teacher Preparation Videos for each FOSS and many DSM investigations 

• Face-to-face professional development and ongoing technical assistance

FOSS – the leading research-based, hands-on science program in the USA – has shown to improve 
student achievement on standardized tests in science, math and reading. Put our expertise and 
experience to work for you. We would be honored to share our program with your team, set up a pilot 
and/or arrange for in-district review materials. Current FOSS customers, please contact us to discuss 
upgrading your existing materials to our newest modules. 

To learn more about what our program offers your students, teachers, and parents please visit our SC 
specific resources at deltaeducation.com/southcarolina and browse through this brochure.

Sincerely,

Susan Hardy 
Susan Hardy 
South Carolina Sales Manager 
susan.hardy@schoolspecialty.com 
770.296.9286

Kathy Webster 
West Virginia Inside Sales 
kathy.webster@schoolspecialty.com 
603.579.3413

Meet the South Carolina Academic 
Standards and Performance Indicators 
for Science

Delta Education’s STEM solution to improve South 
Carolina students’ college and career readiness includes:

• Hands-on, inquiry-based science kits

• Writing in science notebooks

• Reading in informational texts

• Extensive support for teachers of all backgrounds

• In-depth assessment to guide instruction

• Online resources for teachers and students

• Customized professional development

STEP

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
Replace Worn Equipment

Refill the consumable items 
and replace worn or damaged 
equipment in your original kit.

Purchase a Conversion Kit
Economic conversion kits are 

available that bring select 
©2005/2009 modules up to date 

with current resources.

Get to Know Your Modules
The latest editions of FOSS features 

many new investigations along 
with updated versions of tried and 

true classics.

 Is your school currently using FOSS ©2005/2009?
Upgrading to the latest edition is EASY!

Approved for

 SOUTH 
CAROLINA

Schools!

PUBLISHED AND DISTRIBUTED BY
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Each Hands-on Module from  
Delta Education includes:

1 Teacher Support Materials

The Teacher's Guide for each module his core instructional 
tool provides you with all the support you need to successfully 
facilitate the investigations. Teacher Preparation Videos for each 
investigation and additional resources can be found on FOSSweb.

2 Investigation Materials*

Durable equipment and materials selected and designed to be 
age and developmentally appropriate at each grade level lead to 
successful investigations for all students.

3 Student Reading

Student readings from FOSS Science Resources and Delta 
Science Readersconnect students’ firsthand experiences  
to informational text. 

4 Online Resources

FOSSweb provides a one-stop online resource for eBooks, 
eInvestigations Guides, videos, virtual investigations and tutorials, 
vocabulary (English and Spanish) interactive whiteboard 
activities, online assessment, and much more.

* FOSS Third Edition modules include enough materials for two (2) class uses.  
FOSS Next Generation modules include enough materials for three (3) class uses,  
and FOSS Middle School courses include enough materials for five (5) class uses.  
Delta Science Modules include enough materials for one (1) class use.

Formative Assessment

Science Notebooks

Integrated Technology

Content Area Reading

In-Depth  
Teacher Support

Active Investigation

Delta Education, the leader in hands-on science curriculum 
for more than 30 years, is pleased to offer a comprehensive, 
multi-modal K-8 STEM solution that supports both you 
and your students as you build towards mastery of the 
South Carolina Academic Standards and Performance 
Indicators for Science.

Your Partner in Academic Success and  
College and Career Readiness

Online 
Resources

Teacher Support 
Materials

Student 
Reading

Durable 
Storage

Investigation  
Equipment

FOSS Structures of Life Module for Grade 3
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Engage your students like never before with our hands-
on curriculum. Delta Education programs offer proven 
teaching strategies and classroom-tested materials and 
investigations to help students engage with with three 
dimensions of learning:

• Master science and engineering practices

• Develop understanding of disciplinary core ideas

• Make connections through crosscutting concepts

At Delta Education, we believe that the best way to learn 
science is by doing science. Students first engage with 
STEM concepts and practices through high interest, 
inquiry-based, hands-on investigations. These concepts 
are then reinforced through a powerful combination of 
reading, writing, discussion, and technology – teaching 
children to express and support their thoughts and 
arguments with evidence.

Delta Education Promotes Excellence 
in Teaching and Learning

Engaged Learners Master Key 
Science Concepts
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Reading Informational Texts 

Delta Education programs provide support for concepts 
that students have explored firsthand with engaging 
readers for independent or whole-class reading. These 
articles extend the hands-on experience and reinforce new 
vocabulary and key standards. Extensive teacher support 
is provided to assist students in making sense of data from 
scientific texts. FOSS Science Resources books are available in 
both English and Spanish.

Writing 

Keeping a science notebook helps students organize 
their observations, process data, and maintain a record of 
their learning for future reference and help them study for 
state-mandated exams. The processes of writing about 
science experiences and communicating thinking not 
only build writing skills, but are also powerful learning 
devices for students.

Listening and Speaking 

Investigations in Delta Education programs are typically 
performed in collaborative groups. In this environment 
students are immersed in a culture of speaking and listening 
to each other as they share ideas, build argumentation skills, 
solve problems, and ask and answer questions..

Reinforce Science Concepts through  
Literacy and Language Development

8

Footsteps and soft voices can be
heard easily in an empty room. When
we put carpets, curtains, and furniture
in the room, the sound is softened.
These materials are soft. They take in,
or absorb, sounds. When sounds are
absorbed, a room is quieter.

Sounds that are not absorbed
bounce back, or reflect. Smooth, hard
surfaces like walls reflect sounds. When
sound waves hit a hard surface and
reflect back, the sound we may hear 
is called an echo.

Some ships use an instrument called
sonar to locate objects or to find how
deep the water is. Sound waves travel
through seawater at about 1,530 meters
(about 5,020 feet) per second. Sonar
sends sound waves from the ship to 
the ocean bottom. Then the echoes of 
the sound waves bounce back to the
ship. The time it takes for the echoes 
to bounce back is measured. The
longer the time, the deeper the water.

How Is Sound Absorbed 
and Reflected?

Sonar can help people on ships “see” 
objects underwater. Sonar stands for 
sound navigation and ranging.

Sound waves from a person shouting can
reflect off canyon walls. The reflected sound
is called an echo.
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Noise pollution is any sound 
that causes problems for people or
things. There are many sources of noise
pollution. Noise can keep people from
sleeping soundly. Too much noise can
make people tired or cranky. Too much
noise also can cause headaches. Any
sound above 80 decibels can cause
hearing loss. Sounds of 120 decibels 
or higher can cause ear pain. The longer
people are around loud sounds, the
more their hearing is harmed.

9

Workers near jet planes must wear ear
protectors. These workers also must get a
hearing test every year. 

Loudness depends on the amplitude
of a sound wave. The loudness of a
sound can be measured using a sound-
level meter. Loudness is measured in
units called decibels. Sounds are
loudest when we are close to them. 
So decibel readings are taken near the
object making the sound. A sound of 
0 decibels is a very, very soft sound.
Very few people can hear it. 

What Is Noise Pollution?

Loudness of Common Sounds

number of decibels
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car horn

loud music
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With FOSS, students have regular, structured 
opportunities to talk in pairs and small groups and 
to present their findings to the class. They learn to 
contribute accurate, relevant information to their 
discussions and there are often opportunities to 
engage in argumentation from evidence.
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Delta Education’s inquiry-based assessment system 
includes teacher observations, student response sheets and 
notebook entries, self-assessments, and summative exams.

FOSS online resources, available through FOSSweb, are 
developed in tandem with investigations, reading, and 
notebooks to provide teachers and students with a 

seamlessly integrated experience. Technology resources are 
specifically included to support the content, objectives and 
learning progressions in FOSS modules. 

Technology to Support  
Students, Teachers, and Parents

Assessment Tools to Gauge Learning  
and Guide Instruction

Assessments for designing Science  
Investigations according to the  
Standards of Learning

Name Date Activity Sheet 1

How Do I Look?
The chart below lists some characteristics, or traits, of human features. 
Observe these characteristics in yourself. 
For each one, circle the description of the variation that best fits you. 
If you need to, add other descriptive words.
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Feature Characteristic Variation

Scalp hair

Hair on hands/arms

Skin 

Tongue 

Eyes 

Earlobes

Color Black
Brown
Red
Blond

Straightness Curly—tight or loose
Wavy
Straight

Attachment to forehead Comes to a point on forehead
Grows in a straight line across
forehead

Amount A lot
A little

Straightness Wavy
Straight

Between knuckles Some
None

Color Dark brown
Light brown
Olive
Yellow-tinged
Fair

Tendency to tan Burns easily
Tans easily
Does not tan

Ability to roll Can roll tongue
Cannot roll tongue

Color Blue
Hazel
Green
Light brown
Dark brown

Attachment to body Attached tightly to skin on neck
Hang freely
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Summative Assessment  
with Multiple Choice and  
Written Response items

Checklists for Observation  
and Performance Assessments

Formative Assessment Strategies  
with Science Notebooks

Performance Assessment Checklist—Sound and Light
   
            

FOSS Next Generation
© The Regents of the University of California
Can be duplicated for classroom or workshop use.

Start date

End date

Sound and Light Module
Performance Assessment Checklist 

No. 3—Assessment Master

Investigation 2, Part 2

Student names

Planning and 
carrying out 

investigations
Systems and system 

models
Constructing 
explanations Cause and effect

Analyzing and 
interpreting data

Obtaining, 
evaluating, and 
communicating 

information

FOSS Next Generation
© The Regents of the University of California
Can be duplicated for classroom or workshop use.

FOSS Next Generation
© The Regents of the University of California
Can be duplicated for classroom or workshop use.

Sound and Light Module
Investigation 2:  Changing Sound 

No. 5—Notebook Master

Sound and Light Module
Investigation 2:  Changing Sound 

No. 5—Notebook Master

The Kalimba

Make a kalimba that can play three different pitches.

Draw your kalimba here.  Label the pitches H (high), 
M (medium), and L (low).

Another student made a kalimba like the one you 
see below.

Did the student label the pitches correctly?  ______

If you wrote “no,” cross off the letters that are wrong 
and write in the correct letters.

H
M

LPlay this side

The Kalimba

Make a kalimba that can play three different pitches.

Draw your kalimba here.  Label the pitches H (high), 
M (medium), and L (low).

Another student made a kalimba like the one you 
see below.

Did the student label the pitches correctly?  ______

If you wrote “no,” cross off the letters that are wrong 
and write in the correct letters.

H
M

LPlay this side

Resources for Students

Virtual Investigations & Tutorials
Streaming Video

Online Interactives

Resources for Teachers

Digital Teacher Resources
Teacher Preparation Videos

Interactive Whiteboard Activities

FOSS Next Generation© The Regents of the University of CaliforniaCan be duplicated for classroom or workshop use.

saFETy NOTE: While most insects are harmless, some can sting, and some can bite. Be sure 

to have an adult help you collect insects and put the holes in the jar lid.Insects are everywhere!  Look outdoors on the ground, near water, and in the air.  
Here are some useful tools.

• a spoon for crawling insects   • a net for swimming or flying  insects 
• a jar to hold insects

 

Insects are fascinating to watch.  However, they will not live for long in a jar.  Plan 
to release them after a few hours or a day.  If possible, put them back on the same 
plant you found them on, so they'll have the right food to eat.

Insects need air.  
Cover the jar with 
cheesecloth or part of an old nylon stocking, or use a nail to make holes in the lid of the jar with an adult's help.

Insects need space and shelter.  Some insects will bother other kinds of insects.  Keep them in separate jars.  This space will provide the insects with shelter.

Insects need water.  Some insects get water from sucking the juice from seeds or plants.  Some get it from the dew on plants.  Spray the inside of your jar with water, or add 
a slice of apple or 
orange.

Insects need food.  Most insects eat plants, and only a few kinds of plants.  Most likely, the plant you found the insect on is the kind of plant it eats. Include a leaf or two from the plants that are closest to the insect.

Insects and Plants ModuleInvestigation 3:  Milkweed BugsNo. 15—Teacher Master

hOmE/schOOL cONNEcTiONInvestigation 3:  Milkweed Bugs

FOSS Balance and Motion Module© The Regents of the University of CaliforniaCan be duplicated for classroom or workshop use. Motion and Matter ModuleInvestigation 3:  EngineeeringNo. 18—Teacher Master

hOmE/SChOOL CONNECTiON BInvestigation 3:  Engineering
Directions for making the paper meter tape.  1.  Cut out the five meter-tape pieces from the Paper Meter Tape sheet.  

Cut on the dashed lines.
2. Align the pieces as shown.  Place the sections in numerical order.  Tape 

the overlapping ends, front and back.

3.  Use the meter tape to measure things at home.  4.  Discuss these questions with family members.  •   How do you place the meter tape next to objects when you want to   
measure something less than a meter?  What unit should you use to 
report your measurement?

 • What do you do when you want to measure something that is more  
 than a meter long?  What unit or units should you use to report   
 these measurements?

10 2 3 4 6 7 85 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2
This meter tape belongs to:  

10 2 3 4 6 7 85 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2This meter tape belongs to:  0

4

2221 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 38 3937

0

4

2221 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 38 3937

Left end overlaps 

0 61 62 63 64 65 6766 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 8

100999897969594939291908988878685848382810

Home-School Connection

Resources 
for Parents
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Additional science background information
appears at the beginning of each activity and
in the Delta Science Reader section.

Why offspring look like their parents has long
fascinated people. In 1865 a monk named
Gregor Mendel first demonstrated that
heredity, the inheritance of characteristics, or
traits, follows specific laws. He did this by
breeding many generations of pea plants and
closely studying which traits—for example,
the shapes and colors of seeds and pods—
were exhibited by which offspring.

Today we know that proteins determine the
characteristics of all the general body
features of an organism. Each characteristic
of those features, such as size, color, shape,
and so on, is determined by one or more
proteins. Among individuals, variations in the
characteristics of features are a result of
variations in the proteins present in the cells.

Proteins can be described as “information
macromolecules.” Millions of different complex
proteins can be formed from the 20 or so
different amino acid building blocks. The
information in a protein can be expressed as an
enzyme that makes a single reaction occur in a
cell, or as a hormone that carries a message
from one cell to another. A protein may also
serve as a structural component of a cell.

At the time of Mendel’s work, scientists
thought that an offspring’s traits were just a
blending of the parents’ traits. Mendel
showed, however, that traits were transmitted
individually in distinct units that he called
factors—which would eventually be named
genes—that could retain their individual
natures and be passed on for many
generations. 

Mendel’s work went largely unnoticed until
German, Austrian, and Dutch biologists all
independently rediscovered it in the early
1900s.

Scientists then searched for the mechanism
of heredity—the means by which the traits
were passed from one generation to the 
next. They first noticed that chromosomes,
threadlike structures located in the nucleus
of the cell, seemed to follow patterns similar
to Mendel’s factors. This led them to theorize
correctly that Mendel’s factors, or genes,
were carried on chromosomes. 

In the 1940s, it was discovered that genes
carry the instructions for making proteins,
and that genes are made of deoxyribonucleic
acid, better known as DNA. DNA had first
been identified in 1869 and it was already
known that nucleic acids are formed from
smaller building blocks called nucleotides.
A nucleotide is made up of a sugar, a
phosphate, and one of five different bases.

But how genes replicated was still a key
question. In order to answer it, scientists had
to know DNA’s molecular structure.

The structure of DNA was finally unraveled in
1953, when the now famous double-helix
shape was discovered by Francis Crick and
James Watson at the University of Cambridge
in England, and Maurice Wilkins and Rosalind
Franklin at King's College in London. 

Watson and Crick found that, like a ladder,
the long strands of nucleotides were linked
together by rungs of chemical bonds, and
further, that the bonded pairs were always
the same. This led them to theorize that one
half of the ladder serves as a template for
making the other half. They were proved
correct before the end of the decade.

Another type of nucleic acid, ribonucleic acid
(RNA), differs from DNA in several ways.
Deoxyribonucleic acid contains the sugar
deoxyribose. DNA molecules contain the
bases adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C),
and thymine (T). They have two strands of
nucleotides paired together. The bases from

DNA—From Genes to Proteins 5

SCIENCE BACKGROUND

438-6094-C_TXT_152256C_TXT  11/13/15  2:58 PM  Page 5

Delta Education’s South Carolina STEM Solution allows not 
only students to learn and expand their skillset but teachers 
as well. Every investigation provides scientific background 
information, how to teach key concepts to children, tips 
to incorporate literacy strategies, and helpful teaching tips 
gathered from decades of classroom experiences.

In-Depth Support for Educators 

Professional Development is a key ingredient to the 
successful implementation of an inquiry-based science 
program such as FOSS and Delta Science Modules. Put our 
experience to work in your classroom and see how easy 
it is to engage students in active learning. We strive to 
develop long-term partnerships with districts and teachers 
through thoughtful planning, effective implementation, 
and ongoing teacher support. 

Customized Professional Development services supporting 
South Carolina educators include:

Planning
Careful planning is the key to successful implementation. 
We can help you set clear goals and benchmarks and build 
a customized plan that works for your district to meet the 
specific needs of your teachers.

Implementing
Effective implementation includes face-to-face 
workshops to introduce the FOSS and Delta Science 
Modules materials, teaching resources, instructional 
design, specific teaching strategies, classroom coaching, 
and mentoring.

Sustaining
Ongoing support, leadership development, semi-annual 
newsletters, and networking opportunities maintain the fidelity 
of your implementation and support further staff growth. 

Professional Development:  
Supporting South Carolina Educators

Full Option Science System

204

InvESTIgATIOn 4 – Light and Mirrors

TEACHIng CHILDREn about 

Light and Mirrors

Developing Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI) 

When students look into a mirror, what do they see?  They will tell you 

that they see themselves.  This is not a trivial observation.  Many animals 

are able to see an image in a mirror, but do not understand that they are 

seeing their own reflected image.  Birds will spend hours attacking their 

own image in a window, shiny hubcap, or rearview mirror, presumably 

because it represents the encroachment of a rival on its territory.  But 

when a smudge of color is placed on the forehead of a chimp, it will 

reach up and attempt to remove it when it sees its image in a mirror.  

Self-recognition is present.

When students report that they see themselves in a mirror, they are 

mistaken.  What they see is an image of themselves.  Images are not real; 

they are representations.  Mirrors and the images they produce are so 

familiar that we rarely give them a second thought, unless we encounter a 

distorted mirror or an example of some mirror trickery.  

It might be interesting to ask students for their explanations of how a 

mirror works.  Listen for any mention of light.  You probably won’t hear 

it.  Students will have at least a partially formed concept of an image as a 

picture, but they may well think the image is in the mirror.  The idea that 

the mirror is a passive player, simply redirecting the light from an object 

into your eyes, is not intuitive.  The idea that the image actually forms in 

your brain is a deeper abstraction yet and will be saved for older students.

What can students learn from mirrors?  They can learn what mirrors do.  

Mirrors can redirect a light beam.  Mirrors make an image—a likeness 

of an object or a scene.  Mirrors turn things around; that is, they make 

mirror images.  When two mirrors create images of images, interesting 

things happen.

Can students see in the dark?  They may think they can.  This is a very 

durable misconception; young children find it difficult to say they can’t do 

something that they think they should be able to do.  Don’t be concerned 

if they hold onto the idea that they can see in the dark.  Dim-light vision 

is another matter, and students may equate very dim-light with no light.  

Provide them with the experience of looking into a box and trying to 

detect an image, the shape of the image, and the color of the image and 

allow them to draw conclusions for themselves.

NGSS Foundation Box for DCI 

PS4.B:  Electromagnetic radiation

•  Objects can be seen only when light 

is available to illuminate them.  Some 

objects give off their own light.

•  Some materials allow light to pass 

through them, others allow only some 

light through, and others block all the 

light and create a dark shadow on any 

surface beyond them, where the light 

cannot reach.  Mirrors can be used to 

redirect a light beam.

PS4.C:  Information technologies and 

instrumentation 

•  People also use a variety of devices 

to communicate (send and receive 

information) over long distances.

LS1.D:  Information processing

•  Animals have body parts that 

capture and convey different kinds of 

information needed for growth and 

survival.  Animals respond to these 

inputs with behaviors that help them 

survive. 

ETS1.A:  Defining and delimiting      

engineering problems

•  Before beginning to design a solution, 

it is important to clearly understand 

the problem.

ETS1.B:  Developing possible solutions

•  Designs can be conveyed through 

sketches, drawings, or physical 

models.  These representations are 

useful in communicating ideas for a 

problem’s solution to other people.

ETS1.C:  Optimizing the design solution

•  Because there is always more than 

one possible solution to a problem, it 

is useful to compare and test designs.

Science- Centered Language Development 3

THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE IN 
SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING 
PRACTICES
Language functions are the purpose for which speech or writing is used 
and involve both vocabulary and grammatical structure.  Understanding 
and using language functions appropriately is important in eff ective 
communication.  Students use numerous language functions in all 
disciplines to mediate communication and facilitate thinking (e.g., they 
plan, compare, discuss, apply, design, draw, and provide evidence). 

In science, language functions facilitate the enactment of scientifi c and 
engineering practices.  For example, when students are collecting data, 
they are using language functions to identify, label, enumerate, compare, 
estimate, and measure.  When students are constructing explanations, they 
are using language functions to analyze, communicate, discuss, evaluate, 
and justify. 

A Framework for K–12 Science Education:  Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, 
and Core Ideas (National Research Council 2012) provides a “set of 
essential practices as essential for any education in the sciences and 
engineering.”  Each of these scientifi c and engineering practices 
requires the use of multiple language functions.  Often, these language 
functions are part of an internal dialogue weighing the merits of various 
explanations—what we call thinking.  The more language functions 
with which we are facile, the more eff ective and creative our thinking 
can be.

The scientifi c and engineering practices are listed below, along with 
a sample of the language functions that are exercised when eff ectively 
engaged in that practice.  (Practices are bold; language functions 
are italic.)

Asking questions and defi ning problems

• Ask questions about objects, organisms, systems, and events in the 
natural world (science) or defi ne a problem (engineering).

Planning and carrying out investigations; analyzing, and 
interpreting data

•  Plan and conduct investigations.

• Observe and record data.

• Measure to extend the senses to acquire data.

• Organize observations (data), using numbers, words, images,
and graphics.

Examples of Language Functions 
Analyze 
Apply
Ask questions
Clarify
Classify
Communicate
Compare
Conclude
Construct
Critique
Describe
Design
Develop
Discuss
Distinguish
Draw
Enumerate
Estimate 
Evaluate
Experiment
Explain
Formulate
Generalize
Group
Identify
Infer
Interpret
Justify
Label
List
Make a claim
Measure
Model
Observe
Organize
Plan
Predict
Provide evidence
Reason
Record
Represent
Revise
Sequence
Solve
Sort
Strategize
Summarize

Decades of research on how children 
learn best is distilled for content specific 
to each investigation

In-depth language development strategies 
help to make science time literacy time as well

Helpful background information allows 
you teach science content with confidence
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Resources for Grade K

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Materials in Our World Module

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Sound and Light Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Trees and Weather Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  DSM Finding the Moon Module

n  FOSS Pebbles, Sand and Silt Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Animals Two by Two Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Plants and Animals Module

Resources for Grade 1
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Resources for Grade 2

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Balance and Motion Module 

n  FOSS Solids and Liquids Module

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Energy and  
Electromagnetism Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Air and Weather Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Soils, Rocks,  
and Landforms Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Insects and Plants Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Structures of Life Module

Resources for Grade 3
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Resources for Grade 4

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  DSM Color and Light Module 

n  DSM Sound Module

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Mixtures and Solutions Module

n  FOSS Motion, Forces, and Models Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Weather on Earth Module

n  FOSS Sun, Moon, and Planets Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  DSM Earth Processes Module

n  Weathering and Erosion 
Delta Science Content Reader

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  DSM Food Chains and Webs Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Environments Module

Resources for Grade 5
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Resources for Grade 6

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  DSM Newton’s Toybox Module

n  DSM Simple Machines Module 

n  DSM Electrical Connections Module 

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Chemical  
Interactions Module 

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Weather and Water Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Populations  
and Ecosystems Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  DSM DNA-From Genes  
to Proteins Module

Life Science  
Instructional Materials

n  DSM Diversity of Life Module

Resources for Grade 7
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Resources for Grade 8
Try FOSS and DSM today.  
See why they’re the best!

Pilot Opportunities 
Available!
Test Delta Education’s hands-on 
STEM program for South Carolina 
in your classroom this school 
year — commitment free!  Your 
sales manager will craft a pilot 
plan tailored to fit your school or 
district’s unique evaluation needs. 
Ongoing support, leadership 
development, and networking 
opportunities maintain the fidelity 
of your implementation and 
support further staff growth. 

Test Drive  FOSSweb
Register for a FOSSweb.com account 
and then enter the code below to 
receive 180 days of trial access.

• Teacher Materials  
• Student Resources  
• Multimedia

SCRVCM180 
(case sensitive)

Physical Science  
Instructional Materials

n  FOSS Force and Motion Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  FOSS Earth History Module

Earth Science  
Instructional Materials 

n  n  FOSS Planetary Science Module

deltaeducation.com/southcarolina22



K–8 Hands-on STEM Curriculum  
for South Carolina

Delta Education offers a complete hands-on K-8 curriculum solution to support the  
South Carolina Academic Standards and Performance Indicators for Science.

Grade Physical Science Earth Science Life Science

K Materials in Our World (FOSS 3E) Trees and Weather (FOSS 3E) Animals Two by Two (FOSS 3E)

1 Sound and Light (FOSS NG)
Pebbles, Sand, and Silt (FOSS NG)

Finding the Moon (DSM)
Plants and Animals (FOSS NG)

2 Solids and Liquids (FOSS NG)
Balance and Motion (FOSS 3E)

Air and Weather (FOSS NG) Insects and Plants (FOSS NG)

3 Energy and Electromagnetism 
(FOSS 3E)

Soils, Rocks, and Landforms 
(FOSS NG)

Structures of Life (FOSS NG)

4 Color and Light (DSM)
Sound (DSM)

Weather on Earth (FOSS 3E)
Sun, Moon, and Planets (FOSS 3E)

Food Chains and Webs 
(DSM)

5 Mixtures and Solutions (FOSS 3E)
Motion, Forces, and Models (FOSS 3E)

Earth Processes (DSM)
Weathering and Erosion (DSCR)

Environments (FOSS NG)

6
Simple Machines (DSM)

Electrical Connections (DSM)
Newton’s Toy Box (DSM)

Weather and Water (FOSS MS 2E) Diversity of Life (FOSS MS 2E)

7 Chemical Interactions  
(FOSS MS 1E)

No Earth Science standards  
at this grade level

Populations and Ecosystems 
(FOSS MS 1E)

From Genes to Proteins (DSM)

8 Force and Motion (FOSS MS 1E)
Earth History (FOSS MS 2E)

Planetary Science (FOSS MS 2E)
No Life Science standards  

at this grade level

deltaeducation.com/southcarolina

Upgrades available for existing FOSS modules.
Contact us today to find out more about commitment-free 

piloting opportunities for South Carolina schools!

SUSAN HARDY
South Carolina State Sales Manager
770.296.9286
susan.hardy@schoolspecialty.com

KATHY WEBSTER
Inside Sales
603.579.3413
kathy.webster@schoolspecialty.com

Approved for

 SOUTH 
CAROLINA

Schools!


